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ABSTRACT 
 

Creativity at the workplace has been a subject of study for the last years, it’s impact was clear through 
multiple creative firms as well as previous researches and studies. However, it stops short when it goes in-
depth to link creativity with the workplace or creativity with the creative people. This paper aims to 
identify what links creativity with the workplace through real-life experiences of creative class users as 
well as finding relationships that link literature review and previous studies with these experiences. Data is 
collected from both literature review and field work. The survey study took place in a Graphic design firm, 
where creativity has value. Samples were chosen according to their will and interest to participate in the 
research topic. The results were concluded through focus groups meetings, long term field observations, 
photographs, and field notes. The principles of creativity were explored from previous studies and set in 
comparison with creative class footprints that were conducted from real-life experiences. 

 
Key words: Creativity, the principles of Creativity, footprints, real-life experiences, workplace, creative 

class workers. 

 
Introduction 
 

Creativity at the workplace has been a subject of research. Puccio, (2006) in his paper, “An 
Introduction to some basic concepts and the field of creativity studies” has attempted to define creativity as 
“multifaceted concept” which was presented in the form of “principles of creativity” or “the four Ps of 
creativity”. These facets are referred to as person, process and press. According to Rohodes, (1961); the 
“person” facet refers to the skills, traits, abilities and motivation that brings an individual to be creative. 
“Process”, relates to the mental activities a person or group goes through to achieve some creative end. 
Finally, the “press”, the where of creativity; refers to the physical and social surroundings. Like chemical 
reaction, these  three facets must work together to bring out a creative “product”.  

This paper aimed to initiate challenges of investigating the subjective experiences of creative class 
worker’s in the physical workplace through the field work. No hypothesis was used to agree or dis-agree 
with a phenomenon, but an inductive data collection, recording, documenting, analyzing, and presenting in 
real-life. Articulating narratives from the field work analyses and participants’ observation was not an easy 
task, but was complex in the phase of getting data ready for coding. Four phenomena were concluded from 
the real experiences and has been presented in the form of “footprints”; human footprints, physical 
footprints, culture footprints and virtual footprints.  
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This method was used to link between real-life footprints and what literature review and previous 
studies have reached on the principles of creativity. The following figure (1) presents a complete diagram 
for the inductive method used in the creative footprints. 

 

 

Fig. 1: Simplified diagram for the inductive method of analysis 

The codes were emerged from the data analyzed and concluded from the field work. Then, it was 
categorized under different sub-categories that leads to the footprint phenomenon. The “physical 
footprint”, referred to what link creativity with the physical workplace from the view-point of its users.  
The “human footprints”, described the human influence over changing the physical workplace for their 
own personal benefit. The “culture footprints” described the results of both human and physical interaction 
towards the benefit of introducing an environment that accommodate creativity. Finally, the “virtual 
footprints” are used to predict the creative outcome that resulted from both human and physical 
interactions. 

Both literature review and field work completed each other in emphasizing the major aim of this 
study which is to analyze the relationships between the emergent footprints and the four Ps of creativity. 
The paper concluded strong links that will be presented through different diagrams.  

 
Material and Methods 
 

The methodology used in the research is “the ethnographic approach”. It initiated investigation 
challenges that depended on real-life experiences of creative class workers in the physical workplace. The 
research tried to capture the relationship between what is said on creativity and what is experienced by 
creative class workers in a graphic design studio setting.  
 
Research Method: 
 

The research went through two parts, one is theoretical and the other is a field study. 
 The first part provides a review of literature that is dedicated to exploring the four P’s of creativity.  
 While, the second part process that is used in the field study is “inductive”; it collects data, build 

theories, concepts and from details and long term work rather than testing. 
 Finally, the research came up with different diagrams that compare the link between the footprints and 

the four P’s of creativity.  
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Research Design: 
 

This study is far away from the traditional research school that starts with a hypothesis, but 
through a complete descriptive, qualitative and verification method, data are collected, documented, 
interpreted, organized and presented from real-life experiences analyses and feedbacks. It works towards 
building theories that will either approve or disapprove a phenomenon.  
 

Results 

According to William, (2013); the impact of physical spaces on the user’s ability to be creative 
has been neglected by creativity research. The main aim of this study to re-address that balance through 
real experiences at the field work. The field study took the researcher four consecutive months of long-
term participant observation, interviewing, photographs, and focus group meetings to analyze personal 
experiences and verify new findings for the comparison. 

 
The Real-life Context: 
 

The first emergent codes were seen describing the physical footprint that links creativity from the 
point of view of creative class workers with the physical workplace. Some codes described factors that 
either enhance or prohibit creativity at the workplace as “the office design settings”, “management”, 
“technology” or “the sense of place”. All these codes are linked to the physical workplace footprint as a 
phenomenon, but under different sub-categories. 

Next comes, the human footprints that describe the human influence over changing the physical 
workplace for their own benefit. It includes two subcategories that describes either “individual trails” or 
“team track” towards that change.  

The phenomenon, culture footprints describe the results of both human and physical interaction 
towards the benefit of introducing an environment that accommodate creativity, through “creative 
achievements” and “culture aestheticism”. 

Virtual footprint, is the last phenomenon that describes the expected creative outcome that resulted 
from both human and physical interactions. It includes subcategories as: “creative illumination”, “creative 
class maturation” and “creative expectations”.  
The four phenomena were listed and classified as follows in table (1). 
 
Table 1: Presents all emergent phenomena concluded as footprints. 

 

 A diagram is developed as means to analyze the relationships between the emergent phenomena 
and the four Ps of creativity. The author used color codes to distinguish between the phenomena 
concluded, while the 4Ps are still all white until the common codes are linked and the corresponding 
phenomena are concluded, as shown in figure (2). 
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Fig. 2: Color Coded diagram for analyzing the relationship between the emergent phenomena and the four 
Principles of creativity. 

 
The journey through Experiences: 
 

The diagram is a hierarchal representation of all four phenomena concluded with their sub-
categories and their codes listed on the left side, while the right side; is the corresponding four principles of 
creativity with their sub-categories and codes. 

Each principle was studied in-depth and the codes were concluded through both previous 
researches as well as field work experiences. An experience in this context refers to a specific setting, 
analysis, participant’s feedbacks or activities observed by the author through the field work. Following is 
the diagram that represents this relationship using a color scheme. 

 

Fig. 3: Color scheme diagram represents the relation between the creative principles and the reaction to 
creativity footprints. 
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This diagram is a validating conclusion that confirms the reliability of the creative footprints 
analyses being linked to the principles of creativity. It also arises new codes formulated for the creative 
principles from both literature review and real-life experiences. 
 
Discussion 
 

No hypothesis was presented in advance for this research, but a complete inductive approach that 
aims to collect as much data as possible from real-life experiences as well as literature review. More 
discussions took place with the research participants regarding the conclusion diagram in Figure (3), these 
discussions took place through three successive focus group meetings. These meetings were presented in 
the study as three stops on a timeline. Each stop represents the link between a footprint and its alternative 
creative principles, as shown in figure (4). 

 
 Fig. 4: A diagram that represent the research conclusion timeline as a journey stops. 
 

The research participants have successfully confirmed the concluded links in the color-coded 
diagram while adding their feedback regarding specific codes relationship.  

 

In the first stop:  
 

Participants have linked “design” with “the setting”. Gladwell, (2000) has described today’s office 
setting to be traffic-oriented than hierarchal; lots of open spaces, even if there are cubicles, still workers 
have the freedom to customize their own space. No more locked doors, but a big shared space that brings 
the office manager in contact with the junior trainer for a design task. The research participants agreed 
with how the office setting is important regarding their job style.  

They also agreed with linking “encouragement” and “management” codes, because if managers 
are not engaged in helping people to develop and move forward, then they are not doing their job correct. 
According to Florida, (2002); great management inspires people to do their best work, to lurch from crisis 
to another without frustration and to find the answers through encouraging one another. This implies 
people to go far in both their knowledge and practice, but doing it right can generate considerable 
efficiencies. 

  
In the second stop: 
 

Participants have linked, “Challenges”, “Motivations” and “flexibility” with “diversity”. Drucker, 
(1998) wrote, “what motivates creative workers is what motivates volunteers”, their satisfaction comes 
from the work itself more than the paycheck. The research group added that the diverse workplace, and the 
diverse community always has open doors to outsiders; and it is very challenging and motivating to be 
working with a mix of creative influences, stimulators and ideas that comes from the inside.  

Also, “playfulness”, “fun” and “happiness” codes were very exciting in the discussion because 
they were not only limited to the games, and fun activities that take place in the office. But, they looked 
through the creative minds that have their own ways in creating happiness.  Conlin, (2001) added in 
business week, “the smart companies know that instead of motivating their employees with more bonus 
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and huge salaries, they hook them emotionally, they make them happy and playful.” This is called, “soft 
control.” 

 
In the third stop:  
 
 In the third stop, both the cultural and virtual footprints sub-categories were discussed, they were 
linked to the creative process and product. The code “sense-of-being” was closely related to the word 
“identity”. Participants have linked their identity with the place they worked in and the type of job they are 
doing, their sense of being and perspectives from and towards their workplace; thus, they are called 
creative class for being themselves. 
 Focus groups meetings confirmed some relationships and suggested others. It combined the 
contrast in “what people say” in telling their own experiences, “what they do” through the author’s field 
observation and what literature reviews have mentioned in previous researches. 
 
Conclusion 
 

New firms are greatly paying attention to the office environments where creative activities take 
place. The kind of creativity explored in this study is a result of analyzing creative class workers’ 
experiences, while relating it to what past researchers have studied in literature reviews.   

Four months’ field work have concluded different diagrams that opened multiple doors for 
discussions. The majority of the research participants were supporting the importance of working at the 
right place. The discussions reflect more positive traits than negative; it determined the importance of the 
“creative press”, “the where of creativity”, “the environment” to the creative person and therefore the 
creative product. They linked it with management, technology, work-life balance, happiness, trust, 
challenges and many different codes that have described a successful press from their personal 
experiences. 
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